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1. Introduction
COOLTORISE is a Coordination and Support Action project which is intended to reduce
summer energy poverty incidence among European households in four EU member
states located in South and South-East Europe (Spain, Italy, Greece, and Bulgaria),
improving their indoor thermal habitability conditions and reducing their energy needs
during the hot season, which will, in turn, decrease their exposure to heat and heatrelated health risks.
This particular document aims to present to the project partnership (as well as to any
interested third party) a general description of the main communication tools like the
project website and social media channels as well as to provide with instructions on
the proper use of the graphical identity of COOLTORISE and useful hints on visual
identity along with templates for presentations, deliverables and other useful
communication materials.
This deliverable represents a logical continuation of Deliverable D5.1 “Communication
and Dissemination Plan”, because it describes in a more detailed way some of the
communication tools mentioned in the first WP5 deliverable. These tools and identity
symbols are paramount to project activities because they will be the “face” of the
project, and these will be the first objects which will be noticed by citizens and
stakeholders who will be approached during and beyond the project activities.
Therefore, they should be simple, and easy to remember so that potential participants
in COOLTORISE can easily make an association between these identity symbols and
project itself.

2. COOLTORISE Logo and suitable Colour Palette
The COOLTORISE logo was created by CSEG with the support of an external designer
and by taking into account feedback received by the project Lead Partner UPM, and
the rest of the project partners. The logo was designed exclusively for COOLTOISE
project and it symbolises dropping temperature (blue arrow) in a house during the hot
season (red lines in a form of a house). The partnership can use the logo and logotype
(the logo with the project name Cooltorise in it) in documents like deliverables,
presentations, press-releases for media (printed and online), social media publications,
leaflets, policy-briefs, and any other forms of project presentations.
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2.1. COOLTORISE FULL LOGO (LOGOTYPE)

COOLTORISE – full coloured logo

COOLTORISE – full B/W logo

COOLTORISE LOGO

COOLTORISE – coloured logo

COOLTORISE – b/w logo

COOLTORISE SAFETY ZONE
The safety zone aims to optimise the visibility of the project logo and it defines
mandatory space around the logotype. It is strongly advisable that partners do not put
any other visual elements within this space. The protection zone around the logotype
corresponds to 1/3 (one third) of the logo image height.

Partner CSEG developed two versions of the logo (coloured and B/W) as well as two
versions of the logotype (coloured and B/W), and all of these are developed in
different file-formats as well as in PNG-format without any background. Apart from the
different versions developed by CSEG, the logo and the logotype should not be
modified by project partners. Therefore, it is forbidden to change colours, typography
and position of the different logo elements. Resizing which leads to distortion of height
and width of the image should also be avoided.
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2.2. Colours of the logo and their codes
The palette of COOLTORISE logo uses the following colours:
-

Coloured version:

HEX #338dcc (arrow)
RGB: R51 G141 B204
CMYK: C75 M31 Y0 K20

HEX #e62325 (house)
RGB: R230 G35 B37
CMYK: C0 M85 Y84 K10
HEX #000000 (acronym)
RGB: R0 G0 B0
CMYK: C0 M0 Y0 K100

-

B/W version:

HEX #6E6E6E (arrow)
RGB: R110 G110 B110
CMYK: C0 M0 Y0 K57

HEX #616161 (house)
RGB: R97 G97 B97
CMYK: C0 M0 Y0 K62
HEX #000000 (acronym)
RGB: R0 G0 B0
CMYK: C0 M0 Y0 K100
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2.2.1. Typography of the logo
The font used for the COOLTORISE logo is Roboto.
Link to the font: https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Roboto?query=roboto
According to the description given by the authors, “Roboto has a dual nature. It has a
mechanical skeleton and the forms are largely geometric. At the same time, the font
features friendly and open curves.” The font can be used with both characters – Latin
and Cyrillic.

Roboto Font Latin Characters
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Roboto Font Cyrillic Characters
АБВГДЕЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЦЧШЩЪЮЯ
Абвгдежзийклмнопрстуфхцчшщъьюя

2.3. Complementary colours
Complementary colours can be used in addition to the main colours described above,
and which might be useful for secondary representations, such as figures, icons,
graphs, etc. These colours are derived from the main palette used for the logo, so
project partners can use them in documents and presentations for emphasising on
specific objects. The main colour of the Yellow Palette is not part of the logo, but it can
be used with the blue and red colours of the logo when contrast is needed. The
palettes are as follows:
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Blue Palette
Main colour (from the logo):
HEX #338dcc
Additional colours from the same palette:
HEX #13354d
HEX #75add5
HEX #2a3e4d
HEX #266999

Red Palette
Main colour (from the logo):
HEX #e62325
Additional colours from the same palette:
HEX #660f11
HEX #ea696b
HEX #662e2f
HEX #b31b1d

Yellow Palette
Main colour:
HEX #e6e02e
Additional colours from the same palette:
HEX #666314
HEX #eae675
HEX #6b6a42
HEX #b3ae24

Monochrome Palette
Main colour (from the logo):
HEX #000000
Additional colours from the same palette:
HEX #8d8d8d
HEX #4d4d4d
HEX #333333
HEX #6e6e6e

2.4. Acknowledgement of EU funding
Any communication activity related to COOLTORISE project and any major results must
mention the EU funding:
•

Display the EU emblem in high-resolution;
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•

Include the text: This project has received funding from the European Union's
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No
101032823.

Example:

This project has received funding from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the
Grant Agreement No 101032823.

2.4.1. Disclaimer
Please use a disclaimer whenever using the funding logo.
The contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of its authors and do not
necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Union.
For more information and future updates on the visibility requirements for EU funding,
acknowledgment and disclaimer, please visit the following page on the website of the
European Climate, Infrastructure and Environment Executive Agency:
https://cinea.ec.europa.eu/communication-toolkit_en
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3. Project Website
Next two chapters explain the solution that the COOLTORISE Consortium has identified
for the project Public Website and the social network channels.
The URL for the COOLTORISE website is: www.cooltorise.eu
The choice of the “.eu” first-level Internet Domain is related to the fact that
COOLTORISE is a European Project co-funded under the Horizon 2020 Programme,
thus the official European domain was identified as the best option. The choice of the
“cooltorise” second level Internet Domain is due to the following reasons:
•

Includes the acronym of the project (COOLTORISE);

•

It is short and easy to remember, and users can easily make an association
between the project and its website.

The second level Internet Domain does not include the acronym EU related to the
European Union because this is included in the first level Interned Domain (.eu).
The website will allow citizens and interested parties to follow the project progress
and be informed about upcoming activities and events, and at the same time, it will
allow the EU Commission to monitor the project outcomes and deliverables better.
Partner CSEG ensured the purchase of domain and rent of hosting space where the site
is already positioned. Partner CSEG will be in charge of maintenance of the project
website during and beyond the project end for a minimum of five years, so that
interested stakeholders and EU consumers can take advantage of project products and
best practices achieved throughout the project long beyond its ending. Its contents will
be managed regularly by CSEG, providing constantly updates and news on project
progress. Sections “News“ and “Events” will contain interesting information about
upcoming project events, as well as other interesting information coming from similar
initiatives tackling energy poverty across the EU member states, containing attractive
media contents like video materials, photographs, interviews, documents, etc. The
project website will be developed in English, but some downloadable materials such as
Handbooks & Training materials, leaflets and posters will be available in the five
partner languages: Bulgarian, Catalan, Greek, Italian, and Spanish.
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3.1. Organisation/Structure of the menu
The website menu is structured at different levels:
Section
1. Home
2. About Project
2.1 Objectives
2.2 Work Plan
2.3 Deliverables
3. The Consortium
3.1 Universidad
Politécnica de Madrid
3.2 Asociación Bienestar
y Desarrollo
3.3 Associació Ecoserveis
3.4 AISFOR
3.5 Comune di Parma
3.6 CSEG
3.7 Municipality of
Peshtera
3.8 ViLabs
4. Communication
4.1 News
4.2 Events

4.3 Materials
5 Contact us

Description
Represents a standard home menu, and visitor can go back
to this page from anywhere of the site
The page contains a summary of the Cooltorise project
This page introduces project objectives
The work plan is presented briefly in a graphical way
These sections will contain all public deliverables of the
project
Describes each project partners and provides contact
details
Short presentation of Lead Partner UPM, Spain
Short presentation of Partner ABD, Spain
Short presentation of Partner Ecoserveis, Spain
Short presentation of Partner AISFOR, Italy
Short presentation of Partner CDP, Italy
Short presentation of Partner CSEG, Bulgaria
Short presentation of Partner MoP, Bulgaria
Short presentation of Partner ViLabs, Greece
This chapter presents communication and dissemination
activities of COOTORISE
Presents interesting news about the project and about
similar initiatives that tackle energy poverty across EU.
This chapter presents events, organised within
COOLTORISE or third-party events, with the participation
of project partners
This chapter contains all the COOLTORISE dissemination
materials: leaflet, banner, poster, etc.
This page includes contact details of the project Lead
Partner
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3.1.1. HOME Page
This page is the initial “face” of the project website – a visitor can return to this initial
menu from anywhere of the website.

Figure 1 Website - Home Page

3.1.2. About Project Page
This chapter provides general description of COOLTORISE project

Figure 2 Website – About Project
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3.1.3. Objectives Sub-page
This page describes the objectives of the COOLTORISE project:
The general objective, which is “COOLTORISE aims to reduce summer energy poverty
incidence among European households, improving their indoor thermal habitability
conditions and reducing their energy needs during the hot season, which will in turn
decrease their exposure to heat and heat-related health risks.”, as well as the project
specific objectives:
•

Set a common framework on summer energy poverty in European countries
affected by it.

•

Define solutions to tackle summer energy poverty.

•

Train energy poverty agents to work with energy poor households and help
them improve their living conditions.

•

Alleviate summer energy poverty conditions of more than 7,240 people.

•

Foster women’s empowerment to try to revert the feminisation of energy
poverty.

•

Accomplish a high level of dissemination that brings to the fore the issue of
summer energy poverty.

Figure 3 Website – Objectives
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3.1.4. Work Plan Sub-page
This section describes the work plan of the project in terms of the work packages that
the consortium will work on. Both a textual description is provided for the work plan as
well as a diagrammatic illustration of the projects work packages.
The demonstration of the work plan was articulated in the website by presenting the
Work package structure that shows how tasks are organised thematically and the
Gantt diagram that shows how tasks are organised chronologically.

Figure 4 Website – Work Plan

3.1.5. Deliverables Sub-page
This section will present the public deliverables of the project when ready. Any product
which targets at citizens/consumers and stakeholders, and that is not confidential
should be uploaded in this section.

3.1.6. The Consortium Page
This page is an entry page to the partner’s descriptions. There is a separate page for
each member that contains the logo and the description of the organisation.
There are also contact details that allows for communication directly with each
member of the consortium.
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Figure 5 Website – Consortium Page

3.1.7. Communication Page
This menu leads to several sub-menus related to communication and dissemination
activities like: events, news, materials, which can be used for communication and
dissemination, etc.

3.1.8. News Sub-page
This page includes information on past events, training sessions, workshops, meetings,
and other interesting happenings organised by COOLTORISE, or attendance at thirdparty events, where consortium presented the project.

Figure 6 Website – News
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3.1.9. Events Sub-page
This page reports detailed information about the events (workshops, conferences,
training events …), where COOLTORISE project members participated, or will be
organised.

Figure 7 Website – Events

3.1.10. Materials Sub-page
This section will contain all the COOLTORISE dissemination materials: leaflet, banner,
poster, etc.

3.1.11. Contact Us Page
This page includes contact details of the project Lead Partner:
•

Project Manager: Carmen Sánchez-Guevara Sánchez, UPM.
carmen.sanchezguevara@upm.es

•

Technical Manager: Miguel Núñez Peiró, UPM. miguel.nunez@upm.es

4. Social Media Channels
Considering how central social networks have proven to be for communication
strategies, COOLTORISE will exploit their potential. COOLTORISE has its own profile on
most popular social media where partners can publish news about the project and all
other project-related events will be published. Posting interesting articles, news,
spurring discussion, conveying COOLTORISE to the community, will be the main
actions.
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The communication and dissemination team will lead this activity, along with the
website. These means of dissemination will be used across the social media websites:
Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. This is a great way of further dissemination of the
project and its activities and to build a stronger connection with the demographic the
COOLTORISE project affects.
The COOLTORISE created accounts in 3 of the most popular social media channels, plus
a Youtube channel to upload and share recorded materials. These accounts will use the
following links:
•

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/cooltorise;

•

Twitter: https://twitter.com/COOLTORISE

•

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/cooltorise-project-b2a453223

•

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVFro3KpFjxKUOCzWiEX8MA

The consortium members are encouraged to share and retweet COOLTORISE
publications through their company social media accounts. This way, COOLTORISE
publications will reach far more readers, and also some of the readers can be
interested in becoming followers of the three project social channels. If partners
organise a COOLTORISE event or participate in third-party thematic events, then they
are encouraged to take some photos, and provide a short descriptive text about it.
Partners can use various hashtags like #Cooltorise, #H2020, #Energypoverty and these
will help to track communication activities on social media. Furthermore, in order to
increase visibility of publications, partners can provide links to and tag each other’s
institutions, as well as the Horizon 2020 Program.
Important: These pages will be managed by the Communication and Dissemination
Manager, as well as representatives of CSEG, so the posting of news/messages will be
organised in the following way: tweets on Twitter, publications on LinkedIn, and news
on Facebook will be published by Partner CSEG as a leader of the WP5 activities.
Project partners can send a short description of their news/event with some photos or
a link of the event/publication, which needs to be published to the Communication
Manager and/or to the following e-mail address: office@cseg.eu. A template that will
facilitate significantly this process was developed by CSEG within the Deliverable D5.2.

4.1. Facebook Page
Considering that COOLTORISE targets at vulnerable citizens, and also at any
citizen/consumer in the EU threatened by energy poverty, the partnership considers
that Facebook can turn into an excellent communication mean to convey project news
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and achievements to a larger audience in a friendly manner. Also, Facebook can help
reach out to citizens during some activities foreseen in WP3 like “Summer heat
warning alarms”, and “Outdoor interventions”.

Figure 8 Facebook Profile

4.2. LinkedIn Page
We created a LinkedIn Profile to get connected with experts on energy efficiency,
energy poverty, and interested stakeholders. With COOLTORISE Project profile we shall
connect with existing groups that talk about the specific topics related to the project
objectives.
This LinkedIn profile will allow us to share press releases, news and events from the
project, links to blog posts and to celebrate project achievements.
We did not open a group since we thought it is more efficient the LinkedIn profile
page. It is a one-way communication channel and everyone can share a post.

Figure 9 LinkedIn Profile
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4.3. Twitter account
We created a @Cooltorise Profile on Twitter to share comments and retweet about
relevant content. Inside the profile description, we inserted a summary of Cooltorise
Project’s goals.
We shall also publish many posts that contain text about fund’s origins as suggested by
the guidance (Social Media Guide for EU funded R&I projects).
The hashtag #Cooltorise is unused on Twitter and also in other chosen social media. By
using it we will give the users the possibility to find all contents related to the project
under the same hashtag.

Figure 10 Twitter Account

4.4. Youtube channel
It is expected that some thematic videos will be created along the duration of the
project, mainly from project presentation at conferences, training workshops, and
other dissemination events. Besides this, there are a number of initiatives which tackle
the topic of energy poverty and home energy efficiency, and some public videos from
these initiatives/projects can be shared through COOLTORISE Youtube channel.

Figure 11 Youtube channel
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5. Management of project website and social
media channels
Contents and publications on project website and the 3 social media channels will be
managed by Partner Association CSEG as a Lead partner of WP5 activities.
In regards to project website, Partner CSEG identifies two different types of expertise,
which will be needed for contents management. One expert will be responsible for the
technical support and maintenance of the website. This expert must have knowledge
on web-design, so that in case of necessity to make some structural changes or make
some additions to the project website, this expert will take care.
The second expert (a communication expert) will be responsible for regular updates of
sections “Events” and “News”, so that a constant coverage of the project progress is
ensured.
All project partners should send and inform partner CSEG about local/national
activities they organise in the frame of COOLTORISE project and to report press
releases, events and news to the following email address: office@cseg.eu. The
Communication expert will revise the format and will upload them onto the website.
In regards to social media channels, the Communication expert, as responsible of the
Communication and Dissemination Plan and activities foreseen in it, will take care of
publishing news on these channels. If a partner wants to include something in a social
media channel, and make a post, they should inform the WP5 leader and send
materials for publication at the following e-mail address: office@cseg.eu”.
In order to facilitate the posts publications on social media and publications in the
News and Events sections of the project website, Partner CSEG has developed a
“Template for publications”, and this template was sent to project partnership. The
template is user-friendly and requires the essence of a news/event plus some photos
to illustrate the publication.
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Figure 12 Document for Reporting News/Events
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6. COOLTORISE templates
6.1. Template for presentations - regular
The template comprises 7 slides:
•

A starting slide, where partners can introduce the title of presentation, name pf
presenter, date and venue

•

5 slides representing the core of the presentation with hints on fonts, sizes,
bullets, heading, text and photo positioning, etc.

•

A final slide pointing out to main communication channels of COOLTORISE and
logos of all project partners.

Figure 13 Title slide of template for presentation

Figure 14 Presentation slide – core part
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Figure 15 Final slide of presentation template

6.2. Template for presentations – wide version
The template has a similar structure as the regular template for presentations, but it is
a wider version in order to present larger horizontal objects.

Figure 16 Template for presentation – wide version

6.3. Template for project deliverables
A template for deliverables was also developed. It consists of 9 pages:
•

The first two pages (the heading page and the second page) contain some
compulsory elements like name and number of deliverable, name of project,
project number, distribution level, funding programme, name of authors,
acknowledgement for funding with the EU flag, disclaimer due date, etc.

•

The third page contains a history of updates.

•

The fourth page is the table of contents.
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•

Pages 5-8 are the core of the document with hints on fonts, sizes, bullets, text
and photo positioning, etc.

•

Page 9 includes references.

Figure 17 Template for deliverables – Head page

Annexes
•

Logo (logotype) in different file formats, coloured and B/W

•

Template to report news/events on the project website and social media
channels

•

Template for project presentations – regular

•

Template for project presentations – wide version

•

Template for Deliverables
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